Federal Financial Management

Streamline and Modernize Your Operations
Salient CRGT’s approach to Financial Management System (FMS) services and solutions combines subject matter expertise with consulting capabilities to help you address your most complex financial business challenges.

As a Financial Manager, you need to pinpoint the problems in your systems and operations so that you can improve efficiency and productivity. While streamlining your operations, you want to modernize your financial management systems to consistently provide your agency with standardized accounting and fiscal services, financial operations, internal controls, production, and financial reporting. You may be facing the threat of cyber attacks and need to strengthen your system and data security. Or, there simply are not enough hours in the day, and you need support to accomplish the myriad of tasks that make up Federal fiscal operations management. Salient CRGT provides customers with innovative financial management systems, solutions, and support services. Salient CRGT’s fully qualified and trained subject matter experts provide administrative, IT, and account support to augment your financial staff. We apply standard financial and accounting methods to improve productivity, using your financial and administrative systems.

The Salient CRGT Solution
Salient CRGT provides viable solutions for customized business case development, project management, financial system enhancements, application systems re-engineering, and new system implementations. Our SAP Solutions service line helps our customers successfully implement SAP’s full suite of FMS products. These applications address manufacturing, finance, human resources, customer relationship management, supply chain, and other functional system needs throughout your enterprise. We not only help you assess and select the software that best suits your needs, but we stay with you every step of the way through configuration, testing, and implementation. Salient CRGT offers an array of services to help you meet your financial management objectives. These include:

**Accounting Operations**
- Payments processing in accordance with the Prompt Payment Act
- Federal travel voucher processing in accordance with the FTR
- General ledger in accordance with the USSGL
- Disbursement and collections
- Budget execution
- Financial reporting
- Financial statement preparation
- Real and fixed assets and property
- Inventory and management

**Financial Systems**
- Software configuration
- Telecommunications support
- Data conversion
- Implementation analysis
- Reports development
- Interface development
- Production support

**IT Systems Support and Re-engineering**
- Legacy systems strengths and weaknesses identification
- Legacy systems modernization
- GUI interfacing
- Legacy applications into desktop applications integration
- Data accessibility improvement
- Systems and network security architecture

Salient CRGT is active in the Federal Financial Management community. Our on-board team includes industry specialists who chair industry committees and are frequently presenters at seminars and other industry gatherings. We keep abreast of the latest developments through our key partners–PeopleSoft, SAP, Oracle, Baan, Lawson, and Walker. These relationships provide us with the forums to apply latest industry developments to our customers’ needs, goals, and objectives.
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Meeting Diverse Needs
Our success derives from always standing ready to meet a diverse set of needs. Our customer base includes the Department of the Interior, the U.S. Coast Guard, the Department of Energy, the Air Force Office of Scientific Research, and the Department of Agriculture, among others. For these customers, we have a rich history of:

- Ensuring that customers, vendors, and employees are paid on time, and in accordance with the FAR and the Prompt Payment Act, by providing accounts payable and accounts receivable support to accounting operations
- Providing financial specialists who help agencies process payments in accordance with time sensitive, prompt payment standards
- Improving system availability and increasing end-user productivity by providing financial system help desk support services, including technical system problem management and functional end-user support
- Providing accounting expertise to perform preliminary analysis of year-end financial statements to help customers attain unqualified audit opinions

The Salient CRGT Difference
Salient CRGT applies our industry expertise and creativity to designing and implementing customized financial management solutions under the objectives of eliminating weaknesses and improving productivity. We provide trained and qualified subject matter experts to help customers adhere to and comply with all Departmental CFO performance metrics, requirements, and Federal standards, including Circulars A-123 and A-127.

When you need to augment your staff, Salient CRGT is the company to call. We can fill most positions with skilled and qualified individuals within very short time frames. This means you will have the staff you need to help you through critical deadlines.

When you need to implement change, Salient CRGT can help you get there. We work with our customers to explore innovative business practices. We recommend streamlining initiatives and project management solutions that reduce cost while increasing productivity. Salient CRGT focuses not only on delivering the service, but also on what it takes to make the service better. We look at program and project constraints, human capital, processes and procedures, reporting standards, and work trend analysis to create a future vision where meeting your agency’s needs is facilitated through operational efficiency every step of the way.